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Table 1: Quantum algorithms developed based on span programs and learning graphs.
Problems and problem classes References Time-e�cient?
General formula evaluation [Rei11b] ? (Unknown)
Almost-balanced formulas [RŠ12, Rei11c] Yes

AND-OR formulas (“game trees”) [Rei11a] Yes
Large AND-OR formulas with [ZKH12, Kim12] Yesinputs satisfying certain promises

Triangle detection [Bel12b] ?
Related graph problems, [Zhu12, LMS11] ?e.g., subgraph detection
s-t connectivity, certain

[BR12] Yessubgraph-detection &
subgraph/not-a-minor problems

Graph collision [GI12] ?
k-distinctness and 3-distinctness [BL11, Bel12a] ?

Matrix rank [Bel11] ?

algorithms robustly—except via span programs. The composition technique is sketched in Figure 1(b).
At least for boolean functions, composition is now well understood for quantum algorithms.

The proposed research will study other fundamental properties of quantum algorithms. Two
examples are resiliency to noise, and a peculiar “greediness” property that we observed but of which
we do not yet have any understanding. More properties will likely arise during the research. We
propose also to investigate the connection between quantum walk-based algorithms [Sze04] and span
program-based algorithms. As well, there is an intriguing connection between span program-based
s-t connectivity algorithms and electrical flow in graphs. We conjecture that these techniques can be
adapted to give a fast algorithm for computing a superposition over the electrical flow, a very physically
natural state that should have algorithmic applications. These potential properties, their motivations,
and our research approaches will be described in the sections below.

A disadvantage of the span program approach is that span programs are equivalent to quantum
algorithms under query complexity only, not time complexity. (Query complexity counts only the
number of times the algorithm looks at a bit, or superposition of bits, of the input string. Time
complexity counts also the number of basic gates needed to implement the operations between input
queries.) Aside from the algorithms for formula evaluation and s-t connectivity, it is not known how to
implement e�ciently the previous span program-based quantum query algorithms. This is indicated in
the third column of Table 1. As we continue to develop new span programs, therefore one of the other
focuses will be to determine techniques for time-e�ciently implementing them. Nontrivial techniques
have been developed already in [Rei11a, BR12].

2.2 Proposed research

Broadly, the proposed research aims both to develop new quantum algorithms and to advance our
understanding of the nature of quantum algorithms. In this section, we give details on some concrete
research topics that address pressing problems in quantum algorithms.
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A certificate for input x is a set of positions whose values fix f.  

⇒ C(ORn)=n

For f=OR: Input Minimal certificate
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∴ Certificate complexity = Nondeterministic query complexity
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(= nondeterministic query complexity)
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examples are resiliency to noise, and a peculiar “greediness” property that we observed but of which
we do not yet have any understanding. More properties will likely arise during the research. We
propose also to investigate the connection between quantum walk-based algorithms [Sze04] and span
program-based algorithms. As well, there is an intriguing connection between span program-based
s-t connectivity algorithms and electrical flow in graphs. We conjecture that these techniques can be
adapted to give a fast algorithm for computing a superposition over the electrical flow, a very physically
natural state that should have algorithmic applications. These potential properties, their motivations,
and our research approaches will be described in the sections below.

A disadvantage of the span program approach is that span programs are equivalent to quantum
algorithms under query complexity only, not time complexity. (Query complexity counts only the
number of times the algorithm looks at a bit, or superposition of bits, of the input string. Time
complexity counts also the number of basic gates needed to implement the operations between input
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Physics 4, 103 (2011)

FIG. 1: Representative evolution of T2 coherence times since
the first demonstration of a superconducting qubit in 1999
[3]. While the best coherence times (circles, light blue) are
longer than those that are reproducible (circles, dark blue),
the overall progress has been remarkable as indicated by the
dashed black trend line. The most recent 3D work [1] puts
another data point right at the top of the list. The dotted
green line indicates the coherence time necessary for fault-
tolerant quantum computing, assuming the use of quantum
error correcting surface codes and a 30 ns two-qubit gate.
(APS/Matthias Ste�en)

ence times of superconducting qubits are not limited by
losses in the ultrasmall JJ, at least up to about 60 µs.
It is speculated that even the current limit is not due
to the JJ but likely other sources of decoherence that
will need to be understood. Finally, measured coherence
times are now getting close to reaching what is necessary
for fault tolerant quantum computing using recently de-
veloped quantum error correction schemes [8], assuming
realistic two-qubit interaction times near 30–100 ns. Of
course, the goal is to exceed the threshold to reduce the
overhead associated with error correction. By how much
is still a question that needs more concrete answers. But
even if the field must exceed this number by a factor of
10 or even 100, this does not appear so scary. Recall that

the latest result is an improvement over the first results
from 1999 by a factor of about 60, 000!

Indeed, the field of superconducting qubits has come
a long way and fundamental roadblocks still have not
appeared. The waveguide cavity approach described by
Paik et al.[1] has a promising future ahead and at the
bare minimum will continue to play a key role in iden-
tifying further decoherence mechanisms. Furthermore,
owing to its straightforward implementation, we can ex-
pect more groups to enter this research direction over the
coming months, with further improvements in device per-
formance. Despite the large feature size of the waveguide
cavities, a system consisting of a thousand or more qubits
should be accessible without stretching the imagination
too much.

None of the results are equivalent to saying that a
quantum computer is near. However, it does mean that
the field will likely begin to focus on grander engineer-
ing challenges while continuing to push the envelope as
far as coherence times are concerned. The question is
no longer about seeing some two- or three-qubit inter-
action. The question is how do we begin to package
all of this together to make a quantum computer? How
do we e✓ciently couple many qubits together and read
them out? What interesting and relevant problems can
be solved with a small number of qubits (10–100)? While
answers to these questions will take more time and dif-
ferent resources than the field is used to, one thing is
for sure: Unanticipated developments, such as this 3D
qubit result, will undoubtedly continue to emerge from
this ever-evolving and exciting field of superconducting
qubits, continuing the trend shown in Fig. 1.
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USC/ISI’s D-Wave One 
128 (well, 108) qubit Rainier chip 

20mK operating temperature 
1 nanoTesla in 3D across processor 

Tiling of Eight-Qubit Unit Cells 
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D-Wave 1, 128-qubit 
“Rainier” processor 
owned by Lockheed Martin 
installed at USC’s 
Information Sciences 
Institute (ISI), operational  
since Dec. 23, 2011. 

Time-shared 40/40/20 by  
USC/LM/others 

Processor&environment&

!  168&lines&from&room&
temperature&to&processor&

!  10&kg&of&metal&at&20&
milliKelvin&

!  1&nanoTesla&in&3D&across&
processor;&50,000x&less&than&
earth’s&magne8c&field&

2.725&K&
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Wiring&and&filtering&

!  &‘Motherboard’&of&the&
system&7&en8re&package&
cooled&to&20mK&

!  &Specialized&30MHz&
filtering&on&all&DC&lines&to&
avoid&external&noise&

!  &IO&system&for&128&qubit&
chipset&
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USC/ISI’s D-Wave One 
128 (well, 108) qubit Rainier chip 

20mK operating temperature 
1 nanoTesla in 3D across processor 

Tiling of Eight-Qubit Unit Cells 

D-Wave One Processor Graph 
108 functional qubits with “Chimera graph” couplings 108 working qubits

Experimental error correction2

The disagree problem 
Antiferromagnetically couple two qubits (so “disagree” in the ground state): 
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logical operators 
implemented as ZII & IZI & 
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ground state 
1 Solving the random 2D Ising model

Some CS Applications:
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• EE 520: Intro. Quantum Information Processing (Brun)
• EE 539: Engineering Quantum Mechanics (Levi)
• EE 587: Nonlinear & Adaptive Control (Jonckheere)
• EE 599: Quantum Error Correction (Lidar)
• EE 599: Adiabatic Quantum Computing (Boixo)
• EE 599: Quantum Algorithms (Reichardt)
• Phys 510: Computational Physics (Haas)
• Phys 720: Quantum Information Science & Many-Body Physics (Zanardi)
• Chem 599: Theory of Open Quantum Systems (Lidar)
• Chem 599: The Cutting Edge in Quantum Information Science (Lidar)

Courses

CS theorists: Shang-Hua Teng, David Kempe, Fei Sha, Shaddin Dughmi, Len Adleman, Dorit Hochbaum, Ming-Deh Huang, 
Michael Waterman, Hamid Nazerzadeh, Alejandro Toriello, Kristina Lerman, Milind Tambe, Yan Liu, Bhaskar Krishnamachari, 

Viktor Prasanna
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